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COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO 

 

FUTBOL CLUB CINCINNATI LLC 

c/o KMK Service Corp. 

One East Fourth Street, Suite 1400 

Cincinnati, OH 45202  

 

 Plaintiff, 

 

-v- 

 

PREMIER PARTNERSHIPS, INC. 

1148 4th Street 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 

 

Also Serve Registered Agent: 

Barry Fefferman 

8085 La Mesa Blvd. #100 

La Mesa, CA 91941 

 

 Defendant. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

 

Case No. ___________________ 

 

(Judge ______________________) 

 

COMPLAINT FOR MONEY DAMAGES 

AND OTHER RELIEF  

 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 

 

For its Complaint against Defendant Premier Partnerships, Inc. (“Premier”), Plaintiff 

Futbol Club Cincinnati LLC (“FC Cincinnati”), states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This is a contract dispute arising out of Premier’s breach of the Agreement for 

Consulting Services (“Consulting Agreement”) between FC Cincinnati and Premier.  

2. This case is principally about how Premier botched a lucrative naming rights 

sponsorship deal for the soccer stadium that FC Cincinnati is currently building in Cincinnati’s 

West End neighborhood. FC Cincinnati originally contracted with Premier in May 2017 to, among 

other things, secure national cornerstone sponsorships for FC Cincinnati, including a sponsor for 

FC Cincinnati’s new soccer stadium. Premier touted itself as having significant experience and 

expertise with Major League Soccer (“MLS”) sponsorship deals, capable of delivering MLS 

sponsorships to FC Cincinnati and securing a sponsorship deal for the new stadium.  
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3. In direct breach of the Consulting Agreement, however, Premier improperly offered 

the prospective stadium sponsor various deal terms and items that either violated MLS rules or 

were wholly financially unworkable for FC Cincinnati. Even after FC Cincinnati raised concerns 

about the problematic deal terms, Premier continued to pressure FC Cincinnati to move forward 

with the potential deal by offering more unreasonable items, including: (i) pressuring 

FC Cincinnati to provide the prospective sponsor with additional visibility exposure on the 

stadium’s retaining wall (which would have required that FC Cincinnati revise the stadium’s 

blueprints and seating schematics, and remove the stadium’s first row of seating to increase the 

height of the retaining wall, costing FC Cincinnati millions of dollars in ticketing revenue); and 

(ii) pressuring FC Cincinnati to offer the prospective sponsor a jersey sleeve sponsorship (which 

would have directly conflicted with FC Cincinnati’s current jersey sponsorship deal). Premier 

pressured FC Cincinnati to offer these unreasonable items so to compensate the prospective 

sponsor for the items that Premier improperly offered, but which FC Cincinnati could neither agree 

to nor deliver per MLS rules.  

4. Premier continued to pressure FC Cincinnati because Premier had no other 

prospective stadium sponsors in the pipeline, and forcing FC Cincinnati move forward with the 

potential stadium naming rights deal—regardless of whether the terms violated MLS rules or were 

financially unreasonable for FC Cincinnati—was the only way Premier would collect its sizeable 

commission for the potential deal. 

5. FC Cincinnati spent significant time and money trying to salvage the potential 

stadium naming rights deal. Indeed, under the potential deal, FC Cincinnati would have received 

tens of millions of dollars in stadium sponsorship revenue over the next several years.  
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6. As a result of Premier’s breach, however, the potential stadium naming rights deal 

failed and FC Cincinnati has lost tens of millions of dollars in expected sponsorship revenue. In 

addition, because Premier had no other prospective stadium sponsor in the pipeline, FC Cincinnati 

is currently without a stadium sponsor (even though the stadium is scheduled to open next year), 

and has already lost expected sponsorship revenues for the current 2020 MLS season. 

7. This is unfortunately not the first time Premier breached the Consulting Agreement 

and offered a sponsor deal terms that violated MLS rules. As a result of Premier’s prior breaches, 

the parties in 2019 amended the Consulting Agreement and set certain sponsorship revenue targets 

that Premier was required to meet for the 2019 and 2020 MLS seasons. When Premier failed to 

meet its revenue target for the 2020 MLS season, FC Cincinnati exercised its contractual right to 

terminate the Consulting Agreement. 

8. FC Cincinnati now seeks to recover the damages it has incurred as a result of 

Premier’s contractual breaches, as well as a declaratory judgment that the Consulting Agreement 

is now terminated due to Premier’s failure to meet its revenue target for the 2020 MLS season.  

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 

9. Plaintiff FC Cincinnati is an Ohio limited liability company with its principal place 

of business in Cincinnati, Ohio.  

10. Defendant Premier is a California corporation with its principal place of business 

located at 1148 4th Street, Santa Monica, California 90403. 

11. The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter.  

12. Premier is subject to personal jurisdiction of this Court because it purposely availed 

itself to the privilege of doing business in Ohio and contracted to supply services in Ohio. See Ohio 

R. Civ. P. 4.3(A)(1)–(2). In addition, under the terms of the Consulting Agreement, Premier agreed 

to exclusive jurisdiction in the federal and state courts located in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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13. Venue is proper in this Court because the conduct giving rise to the claims herein 

occurred in Hamilton County, Ohio, and FC Cincinnati resides in Hamilton County, Ohio. See 

Ohio R. Civ. P. 3(C)(3), (6), and (7). In addition, the Consulting Agreement expressly provides 

that all disputes relating to the Consulting Agreement shall be exclusively brought in the federal 

and state courts located in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

14. FC Cincinnati is a professional soccer club based here in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

FC Cincinnati originally began play in 2016 as member of the United Soccer League (“USL”). 

During its 2016 USL season, FC Cincinnati achieved significant success and quickly developed a 

strong and fast-growing fan base. By 2017, FC Cincinnati had become a top contender to be 

selected as a MLS expansion team. As FC Cincinnati continued to grow and in anticipation of a 

MLS bid, FC Cincinnati sought new national sponsorships and commercial partnerships.  

15. Premier is a Los Angeles-based consulting company, claiming to be “the industry’s 

leading naming rights, sponsorship sales, and consulting firm with a 15-year track record of 

maximizing revenue for prestigious facilities, events, sports and entertainment properties[.]”1 

While Premier has clients across a variety of sports, its core business relates to MLS sponsorships, 

as Premier’s own chairman, Alan Rothenberg, was a founder of MLS; and Premier’s founder and 

CEO, Randy Bernstein, was a founding executive of MLS.2 

 

 

                                                 
1 Premier Partnerships, About Us, available at https://www.premierpartnerships.com/about (last 

visited June 19, 2020).  
2 Alan I. Rothenberg, Premier Partnership, available at https://www.premierpartnerships.com/bio-

alan-rothenberg (last visited June 19, 2020); Randy Bernstein, Premier Partnerships, available at 

https://www.premierpartnerships.com/bio-randy-bernstein (last visited June 19, 2020).  
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A. The Consulting Agreement between FC Cincinnati and Premier 

16. On May 1, 2017, FC Cincinnati and Premier executed a Consulting Agreement. (A 

copy of the May 1, 2017 Consulting Agreement is attached as Exhibit A.). Premier held itself out 

to FC Cincinnati as an entity with soccer and MLS expertise, and as having “extensive experience 

and knowledge with respect to marketing, sponsorship evaluations, corporate sponsorship sales, 

and commercial development with regard to a variety of sport and entertainment organizations, 

facilities, events.” (Id. at 1.)  

17. Under the Consulting Agreement, Premier was required to, among other things: 

(i) generate leads, sales, and negotiate commercial partnerships for FC Cincinnati; (ii) develop a 

“business-to-business sponsorship platform” based on FC Cincinnati’s current and potential 

partners; and (iii) develop a construction management plan associated with vendor spending for a 

new stadium. (Id. at § 1.1.)  

18. In particular, FC Cincinnati hired Premier to focus on developing new national 

sponsorships that would drive incremental long-term revenue, including selling stadium naming 

rights and cornerstone partnerships ($200,000 plus annually). FC Cincinnati also expressly 

instructed Premier not to focus on local sponsorship deals with companies that already have ties 

to FC Cincinnati or its owners. FC Cincinnati made clear that it did not hire Premier to sell local 

sponsorships to existing sponsors that would only marginally increase revenue.  

19. In exchange for these services, FC Cincinnati agreed to pay Premier a monthly 

retainer of $10,000.00. (Id. at § 3.1.1.) FC Cincinnati also agreed to pay Premier commission on 

the total gross cash revenues secured by Premier for the sponsorships deals. (Id. at § 3.2.) The 

commission structure ranged from 15–20% depending on the particular sponsor, the type of deal, 

and whether FC Cincinnati received a MLS bid or remained a USL team. (Id.) 
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20. By its terms, the Consulting Agreement would terminate on the date of the opening 

of FC Cincinnati’s new stadium, unless terminated earlier as otherwise provided in the Consulting 

Agreement. (Id. at § 2.) 

B. Premier’s Historical Failure to Perform under the Consulting Agreement  

1. During the First Seventeen Months of the Consulting Agreement, 

Premier Delivered Only One Sponsorship, and the Terms of that 

Sponsorship Agreement Violated MLS Rules 

21. During the first seventeen months after execution of the May 1, 2017 Consulting 

Agreement, FC Cincinnati paid Premier aggregate retainers in excess of $160,000 and reimbursed 

more than $25,000 in expenses. During that entire seventeen-month period, however, Premier 

delivered only one signed letter of intent and term sheet for a sponsorship agreement. 

22. For that one sponsorship agreement, Premier included numerous items that were 

expressly prohibited by MLS rules and MLS’s collective bargaining agreement—and which FC 

Cincinnati was unable to deliver. These items included, but were not limited to: (i) Premier offering 

the sponsor exclusive healthcare provider status for FC Cincinnati players, which violated the 

MLS collective bargaining agreement; and (ii) Premier granting the sponsor sponsorship rights 

outside FC Cincinnati’s geographic territory, which violated MLS sponsorship rules.  

23. Because FC Cincinnati was still a USL team during deal negotiations, 

FC Cincinnati had no access to MLS rules at that time. Premier, however, did have access to MLS 

rules at that time and also knew by virtue of the Consulting Agreement that a MLS-level 

sponsorship was the ultimate goal.  

24. Premier, as the purported expert in MLS sponsorship deals, knew or should have 

known not to offer and include deal terms that violated MLS national sponsorship agreements, 

sponsorship rules, and regulations.  
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25. By offering deal terms that were prohibited by MLS rules, Premier violated Section 

4.1 of the Consulting Agreement, which required Premier to “[a]dhere to all laws, policies, rules, 

and regulations applicable to the Services to be provided[.]” (Id. at § 4.1.) 

26. As a result of Premier’s breaches, FC Cincinnati was forced to make material 

economic concessions and give the sponsor hundreds of thousands of dollars in make-goods to 

compensate for the items Premier improperly offered and improperly included in the sponsorship 

agreement, but which FC Cincinnati could not deliver per MLS rules. 

2. Months After FC Cincinnati Received Its MLS Bid in May 2018, 

Premier Still Failed to Deliver Sponsorships to FC Cincinnati 

27. Months after FC Cincinnati received its MLS bid in May 2018, Premier still had 

not delivered any more sponsorships to FC Cincinnati. In fact, more than four months after FC 

Cincinnati received its MLS bid, Premier still had not brought FC Cincinnati a single potential 

sponsor that could not have been developed by FC Cincinnati’s own internal sales team. All the 

while, FC Cincinnati continued making regular monthly retainer payments to Premier. 

28. In August 2018, FC Cincinnati contacted Premier, asked about Premier’s current 

plans, and requested status reports for any potential sponsorships in the pipeline. In response, 

Premier provided FC Cincinnati a list of more than 7,000 “prospects” for sponsorships that were 

not in any way tailored or geared to FC Cincinnati. It was apparent to FC Cincinnati that Premier 

had thrown the list together on short notice, and that Premier had done no meaningful work to 

generate sponsorship deals for FC Cincinnati. 

3. FC Cincinnati Formally Notified Premier of Its Breach  

29. On October 3, 2018, counsel for FC Cincinnati sent Premier a letter outlining FC 

Cincinnati’s concerns and notifying Premier that it was in breach of its obligations under the 

Consulting Agreement. (A copy of the October 3, 2018 letter is attached as Exhibit B.)  
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30. In particular, FC Cincinnati notified Premier that it had failed to drive long-term 

revenue for FC Cincinnati and failed to develop a successful business-to-business sponsorship 

platform. FC Cincinnati stated that if Premier failed to cure the breach within thirty days, FC 

Cincinnati would be entitled to exercise its right to terminate the Consulting Agreement. 

C. FC Cincinnati and Premier Amended the Consulting Agreement to Establish 

Revenue Targets That Premier Must Meet for the 2019 and 2020 MLS Seasons 

31. On February 13, 2019, FC Cincinnati and Premier executed an amendment to the 

Consulting Agreement (“Amendment”). (A copy of the February 13, 2019 Amendment is attached 

as Exhibit C.)  

32. The Amendment established certain sponsorship revenue targets that Premier was 

required to meet in 2019 and 2020. In particular, Section 8 of the Amendment provided: 

2019 and 2020 Sponsorship Revenues. Premier has represented to 

FCC that total revenues secured by Consultant for arrangements 

entered into by FCC for CER [i.e., “Commercial Exploitive Rights”] 

as a direct result of the sales efforts of Premier during (i) the 

2019 MLS season will equal or exceed $8.1 million; and (ii) the 

2020 MLS season will equal or exceed $10.875 million. In the 

event Premier fails to deliver a term sheet or other written approval 

from Sponsors that they desire to move forward towards definitive 

agreements that equate or exceed the foregoing sales commitments 

by May 1 of each of 2019 and 2020 for that particular season, FCC 

may terminate this Consulting Agreement in its sole discretion 

upon providing written notice to Premier.  

(Id. at § 8 (emphasis added).)  

33. In other words, under the Amendment, Premier guaranteed FC Cincinnati 

sponsorship revenues in excess of $8.1 million for 2019 and $10.875 million for 2020. 

34. If Premier failed to hit these revenue targets, then FC Cincinnati would be entitled, 

in its sole discretion, to terminate the Consulting Agreement. 
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D. Premier Breached the Amended Consulting Agreement by Botching 

FC Cincinnati’s Potential Stadium Naming Rights Sponsorship Deal   

35. After execution of the Amendment, FC Cincinnati and a third party entity 

(“Prospective Stadium Sponsor”) began discussions regarding a potential naming rights 

sponsorship deal for FC Cincinnati’s new soccer stadium in the West End neighborhood.  

36. FC Cincinnati directed Premier, per the Consulting Agreement, to negotiate the 

potential deal on FC Cincinnati’s behalf with the Prospective Stadium Sponsor. 

37. In direct breach of the Consulting Agreement, however, Premier improperly offered 

the Prospective Stadium Sponsor various deal terms and items that either violated MLS rules or 

were financially unworkable for FC Cincinnati. Such items included, but were not limited to:  

(a) Premier guaranteed exclusive field of play exposure for all MLS games 

(including nationally-televised games), which directly conflicted and 

violated core MLS sponsorship rules that require MLS to retain priority for 

league sponsors for all nationally-televised games);  

(b) Premier offered guaranteed digital, social, and mobile integration with 

FC Cincinnati’s website, in conflict with MLS’s privacy policy and league-

wide sponsorship sales across all MLS team’s respective websites;  

(c) Premier offered a merchandise discount granting the right to purchase 

merchandise at cost, when MLS’s national merchandising contracts and 

rules dictate how clubs may sell team merchandise; and 

(d) Premier offered a 50% discount on tickets for all employees of the 

Prospective Stadium Sponsor, despite FC Cincinnati not having ticket 

capacity for such a discount and that doing so would require FC Cincinnati 

to pay MLS out-of-pocket for such tickets to comply with MLS’s revenue 

sharing rules (entitling MLS to keep a certain percentage of non-premium 

tickets at list price). 

38. Premier, as the purported expert in MLS sponsorship deals, knew or should have 

known not to include deal terms that violated MLS national sponsorship agreements, and 

sponsorship rules and regulations. 
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39. By offering deal terms that were prohibited by MLS rules, Premier violated Section 

4.1 of the Consulting Agreement, which required Premier to “[a]dhere to all laws, policies, rules, 

and regulations applicable to the Services to be provided[.]” (Id. at § 4.1.) 

40. FC Cincinnati raised concerns with Premier regarding the problematic deal terms. 

Premier, however, continued to pressure FC Cincinnati to move forward with the potential deal by 

offering additional unreasonable items, including: (i) pressuring FC Cincinnati to provide the 

Prospective Stadium Sponsor with additional visibility exposure on the stadium’s retaining wall 

(which would have required that FC Cincinnati revise the stadium’s blueprints and seating 

schematics, and remove the stadium’s first row of seating to increase the height of the retaining 

wall, costing FC Cincinnati millions of dollars in ticketing revenue); and (ii) pressuring 

FC Cincinnati to offer the Prospective Stadium Sponsor a jersey sleeve sponsorship (which would 

have directly conflicted with FC Cincinnati’s current jersey sponsorship deal). Premier pressured 

FC Cincinnati to offer these unreasonable items so to compensate the Prospective Stadium Sponsor 

for the items that Premier improperly offered, but which FC Cincinnati could neither agree to nor 

deliver per MLS rules. 

41. Premier continued to pressure FC Cincinnati because Premier had no other 

prospective stadium sponsors in the pipeline, and forcing FC Cincinnati move forward with the 

potential stadium naming rights deal—regardless of whether the terms violated MLS rules or were 

financially unreasonable for FC Cincinnati—was the only way Premier would collect its sizeable 

commission for the potential deal 

42. FC Cincinnati spent significant time and money trying to salvage the potential 

stadium naming rights deal. Indeed, under the potential deal, FC Cincinnati would have received 

tens of millions of dollars in stadium sponsorship revenue over the next several years. Accordingly, 
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FC Cincinnati had every incentive to move forward with such a deal—provided that the deal terms 

complied with MLS rules and made financial sense for FC Cincinnati.  

43. As a result of Premier’s breach, however, the potential stadium naming rights deal 

failed and FC Cincinnati has lost tens of millions of dollars in expected sponsorship revenue. In 

addition, because Premier had no other prospective stadium sponsor in the pipeline, FC Cincinnati 

is currently without a stadium sponsor (even though the stadium is scheduled to open next year), 

and has already lost expected sponsorship revenues for the current 2020 MLS season. 

E. Premier Failed to Meet Its Revenue Target for 2020 Sponsorships  

44. As of May 1, 2020, Premier’s total sponsorship revenues for the 2020 MLS season 

was significantly less than $10.875 million. Accordingly, FC Cincinnati was entitled in its sole 

discretion to terminate the Consulting Agreement.  

45. On May 1, 2020, counsel for FC Cincinnati sent a letter notifying Premier of its 

failure and terminating the Consulting Agreement. (A copy of the May 1, 2020 letter is attached 

as Exhibit D.).  

COUNT ONE 

(Breach of Contract) 

46. FC Cincinnati incorporates by reference the foregoing paragraphs of this 

Complaint, as if fully rewritten herein.  

47. As described above, a valid and enforceable contract existed between FC Cincinnati 

and Premier by virtue of the Consulting Agreement.  

48. FC Cincinnati fully performed all of its obligations under the Consulting 

Agreement. FC Cincinnati has paid and will continue to pay Premier future commissions for future 

revenue that FC Cincinnati receives for approved sponsorships previously secured by Premier.  
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49. Premier breached its obligations under the Consulting Agreement by offering items 

and terms in the potential stadium naming rights deal with the Prospective Stadium Sponsor that 

were prohibited by MLS rules.  

50. In addition, Premier breached the Consulting Agreement by failing to meet its 

sponsorship revenue target for the 2020 MLS season.  

51. As a direct and proximate result of Premier’s breaches, FC Cincinnati has incurred 

damages in excess of this Court’s jurisdictional limit, in an amount to be proven at trial. 

COUNT TWO 

(Declaratory Judgment under R.C. 2721, et seq.) 

 

52. FC Cincinnati incorporates by reference the foregoing paragraphs of this 

Complaint, as if fully rewritten herein. 

53. FC Cincinnati terminated the Consulting Agreement because Premier failed to meet 

its revenue target for the 2020 MLS season. 

54. Premier, however, has made a number of statements (both orally and in writing) 

that it met its revenue target under the Consulting Agreement for the 2020 MLS season. 

55. As a result, there is an actual controversy between FC Cincinnati and Premier as to 

whether the Consulting Agreement has been terminated. 

56. The controversy is justiciable as the parties presently dispute their respective rights, 

status, or legal relations under the Consulting Agreement. 

57. This Court may declare the rights, status, and legal relations between the parties 

with respect to the Consulting Agreement. 

58. Declaratory relief will resolve this controversy and limit the uncertainties created 

by Premier’s repeated threats to seek enforcement of the Consulting Agreement, as well as clarify 

the parties’ current contractual obligations under the Consulting Agreement. 
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59. FC Cincinnati therefore seeks a declaration that the Consulting Agreement has been 

terminated.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, having set forth its claims herein, FC Cincinnati respectfully requests that 

this Court enter judgment as requested in this Complaint: 

(a) Under Count One, award FC Cincinnati compensatory 

damages in an amount to be proven at trial incurred as a 

result of Premier’s breaches of the Consulting Agreement; 

 

(b) Under Count Two, a declaratory judgment that the 

Consulting Agreement is terminated; and 

 

(c) On all Counts, award FC Cincinnati pre-judgment and post-

judgment interest, attorneys’ fees and costs, and such other 

relief as the Court deems just and proper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ William N. Minor  

James E. Burke (#0032731) 

William N. Minor (#0084153) 

Collin L. Ryan (#0095810) 

KEATING MUETHING & KLEKAMP PLL 

One East Fourth Street, Suite 1400 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 

Phone: (513) 579-6400 

Fax: (513) 579-6457 

jburke@kmklaw.com 

wminor@kmklaw.com 

cryan@kmklaw.com  

 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Futbol Club Cincinnati LLC  
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JURY DEMAND 

 

 FC Cincinnati demands a trial by jury. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CLERK 

 

Please serve the above-captioned Defendant at the addresses listed above with Summons 

and a copy of the foregoing Complaint by certified mail, returnable according to law.  

 

 

/s/ William N. Minor _ 

William N. Minor (#0084153) 
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EXHIBIT B 
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D. BROCK DENTON 
 

D: (513) 579-6456 
DDENTON@KMKLAW.COM 

 

 

 

 

May 1, 2020 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL & U.S. MAIL 

 

 

Randy Bernstein 

Premier Partnerships Inc. 

1148 4th Street 

Santa Monica, CA 90403 

Alan Rothenberg 

Premier Partnerships Inc. 

1875 Century Park East, Suite 1400 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 

 

Re: FC Cincinnati 

Dear Randy and Alan: 

As you are aware, our firm represents Futbol Club Cincinnati LLC (“FCC USL”) and 

Fussball Club Cincinnati, LLC (“FCC MLS” and together with FCC USL, “FC Cincinnati”).  FCC 

USL entered into that certain Agreement for Consulting Services dated May 1, 2017 between FCC 

USL and Premier Partnerships, Inc. (“Premier”) (the “Original Agreement”), as amended by that 

certain First Amendment to Consulting Agreement dated February 12, 2019 (the “First 

Amendment” and together with the Original Agreement collectively, the “Consulting 

Agreement”).   

Section 8 of the First Amendment provides as follows: 

2019 and 2020 Sponsorship Revenues.  Premier has represented to FCC that total revenues 

secured by Consultant for arrangements entered into by FCC for CER as a direct result of 

the sales efforts of Premier during (i) the 2019 MLS season will equal or exceed $8.1 

million; and (ii) the 2020 MLS season will equal or exceed $10.875 million.  In the event 

Premier fails to deliver a term sheet or other written approval from Sponsors that they 

desire to move forward towards definitive agreements that equal or exceed the foregoing 

sales commitments by May 1 of each of 2019 and 2020 for that particular season FCC may 

terminate this Consulting Agreement in its sole discretion upon providing written notice to 

Premier. 

As of May 1, 2020, total revenues secured by Premier for arrangements entered into by FC 

Cincinnati for CER as a direct result of the sales efforts of Premier for the 2020 MLS season is 

significantly less than $10.875 million.  Please accept this letter as notice that FC Cincinnati is 

exercising its right to terminate the Consulting Agreement effective immediately due to Premier 

being in breach of its representation in Section 8 of the Consulting Agreement. 
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Randy Bernstein 

Alan Rothenberg 

May 1, 2020 

Page 2 

 

Premier should immediately cease any sponsorship sales efforts for the benefit of FC 

Cincinnati.  Further, Premier may no longer represent to third parties that it is authorized to sell 

sponsorships or otherwise act in any capacity on behalf of FC Cincinnati.  Premier should also not 

engage in any communications with FC Cincinnati sponsors on behalf of FC Cincinnati and any 

such sponsors that may contact Premier should be referred to Vince Cicero.  In the event FC 

Cincinnati discovers that Premier is not complying with the foregoing or otherwise engaging in 

actions that are detrimental to the best interests of FC Cincinnati it will immediately take steps 

necessary to protect its legal rights. 

Finally, Jeff Berding forwarded me your email dated April 24, 2020.  FC Cincinnati 

disagrees with the allegations in your email and is confident that it has complied with its 

obligations in the Consulting Agreement.  Any further communications regarding this matter 

should be directed to me.    

Sincerely, 

KEATING MUETHING & KLEKAMP PLL 

By:   

D. Brock Denton 

DBD:maf 

 

9963164.1 
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